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            Aspects of parliamentary enclosure in Nottinghamshire


            
                            
                This study of Nottinghamshire parliamentary enclosure is concerned chiefly with the practiced administration of enclosure and its social consequences rather than with post-enclosure agrarian improvements. The considerable diversity to be found within…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Blything Hundred: A study in the development of settlement, AD400-1400
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            Borderlands: The Buckinghamshire/Northamptonshire border, c650-c1350


            
                            
                This thesis represents the first detailed study of the evolution of a medieval county border in south-midland England. It explores when and how the border between Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire might have been drawn and considers the impact it…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Canal settlement: A study of the origin and growth of the canal settlement at Barnton in Cheshire between 1775 and 1845


            
                            
                Map makers often left Barnton off their plans of Cheshire, though neighbouring places all appeared. Tourists avoided the township, remaining, on the important high ways that encircled but did not touch Barnton. Historians and topographers hesitated…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Change and decay: The Warwickshire Manors of the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield from the late thirteenth to the late sixteenth centuries


            
                            
                This thesis consists of an in-depth study of the medieval Warwickshire manors of the bishop of Coventry and Lichfield: Chadshunt and Nether Itchington which succumbed to depopulation and Gaydon, Upper Itchington and Tachbrook which continue to…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Charities in Warwickshire in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries


            
                            
                Recent decades have seen proliferating debate about charity and welfare provision. Passing beyond a satisfaction with the welfare state in its mid-twentieth century form, such discussion has been associated with the contested revision of state…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Charnwood Forest : Population, land ownership and environmental perception, c1775-1914


            
                            
                Focusing on a district of northeast Leicestershire known as Charnwood Forest, an area of semi-upland which, until enclosure, formed the common waste of surrounding parishes, the study uses data from a county rate evaluation survey of 1837, the Lloyd…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Church building and restoration in Leicestershire, 1800-1914


            
                            
                This thesis aims to provide the first comprehensive review of church building and restoration in an English county between 1800 and 1914.

Architectural trends and arrangements of furnishings and fittings receive the greatest attention, together with…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Church dedications and landed units of lordship and administration in the pre-Reformation diocese of Worcester


            
                            
                One of the few quantifiable measures available for any study of society in the medieval period, other than economic and fiscal data, is the evidence of shared beliefs and values as expressed through the cult of saints. The chronology and geography of…                

            
            
            
            

        

            
            

            Church, Land and Lordship in West Sussex, 680-1200


            
                            
                This thesis contributes to the debate on the nature of Anglo-Saxon minsters and regional variation in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman Church by relating form, setting and endowment of churches to origin and function, examining the relationship between…                
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        Encountering the Environment: Rural communities in England, 1086-1348

                Our current understanding of the medieval local environment is largely based on scholarly writings focusing on the policies towards the landscape…
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